GEOLOGICAL EXAMINATION,
SOIL AND SEDIMENT SAMPLING
around the
HAWK SCHEELITE PROSPECT,
YUKON TERRITORY

Claims: Hawk 1 to 8
Hawk 9 to 16
N.T.S. 105 H - 3
61°02'N, 129°02'W
Work performed between the 16th May and 22nd May 1978
and report prepared by T. Liverton, July 1978.
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CLAIMS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Claims</th>
<th>Tag Number</th>
<th>Expiry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hawk 1 - 8 9-16</td>
<td>YA 26737-44</td>
<td>11/Oct./78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YA 28133-40</td>
<td>14/Nov./78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Claims are owned by Alex Black.
INTRODUCTION

The original Hawk group of eight claims was offered to Union Carbide by Alex Black in November 1977. He had discovered scheelite and black sands in a small gully while prospecting for gold in the region. He staked a further eight claims in December and I visited the area briefly at that time. Since there was from 1 to 2 feet of snow on the ground then, little could be seen except from the black sands in the gully. It appeared that the showing could have as easily been from mineralization in place as from glacially transported material.

In May 1978 I spent six days on the claims, together with Larry Talbot and Peter Wild (assistants). We carried out soil sampling on a grid basis and panned creeks as well to attempt to define the source of the scheelite.

I consider that the scheelite present has been concentrated from glacial till by the small stream and that there is little chance of the source being found nearby.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claims are located on the east side of the Frances River valley at about 3,200 feet (975 metres) elevation and are 12 kilometres north-easterly from the Frances River Bailey Bridge. They may be reached either by helicopter or by a good day's walk from the road. The country is undulating and, in the immediate vicinity of the claims, heavily timbered.

1978 WORK

A program of sampling around the original showing was carried out as follows:

The origin for the grid was chosen near the camp at the original prospect, that is, at the No. 1 post for Hawk 1 and 2. The following lines, oriented close to the true north were laid out and sampled at 100 metre intervals.

Line 2 W - from 1 S to 5 S

1 W  0 N to 5 S
0 E  2 S to 5 S
1 E  2 N to 5 S
2 E  2 N to 5 S
3 E  4 N to 5 S

continued.......
Line 0 E was also sampled at 5 N and a traverse on the northern side of the main creek as were also 1 E at 5 and 6 N and 2 E at 6 and 7 N. Lines were laid out with compass and tape (figures refer to 100's of metres).

Samples of about one kilogramme were taken from 0.5 metre or so depth and were later panned. Results were expressed as numbers of scheelite grains per pan. Scheelite grain size varied from about 0.1 to 1 mm, but no more than 14 grains were observed from any sample, which elsewhere is considered barely anomalous.

A traverse across the main creek on the opposite plateau showed similarly negative results and samples taken down the erosion bank of the main creek gave only one or two grains in any sample. Most samples, however, show some zircon and black sand with occasional garnets.

The hollow containing the two anomalous gullies comprising the original showing was next examined in detail. Samples taken down the 30 metre high banks gave only a few grains of scheelite per panful. At the head of gullies the sediments gave grain counts of 2, which increases down the stream, particularly where the stream gradient flattened out locally.

At the mouth of the north-eastern gully, about 7 metres from the main creek counts of several hundred grains with much garnet, zircon and black sand may be obtained. Here, small pebbles of calc-silicate hornfels, a few centimetres across are found in the stream bed.

Line traverses were made away from the original showing - to the south and the east.

The traverse to the South (about 2km) was intended to examine any geology observable on the prominent ridge. On this ridge the western side contains many large (1 metre or more) granite boulders and is presumable mantled in till. No scheelite was seen, however. The top and eastern side have residual soils covering quartzite and slate, judging by rock fragments in the soil. The granite contact is, therefore, some unknown distance to the east.

continued........
A traverse up the main creek (to the east) was made to check the plateau on its southern side and to see if any scheelite was carried down the creek from the hills, and the observable granite contacts, where traces of scheelite were noted in previous years. It appears that the whole plateau is of glacial till, mostly sand-sized for 1.5 km north-east of the showing. No scheelite was found in the main creek at a point 1.4 km NE of the camp.

Scheelite values in the creek a hundred metres below the showing were also noted to be below background for sediments in this region.

CONCLUSIONS

The scheelite found at the original showing is a result of concentration (ground-sluicing) by the small gully. This gully is the only such erosion feature that has cut through the 30 metres of till within at least 2 kilometres along the main creek and thus it appears as an isolated anomaly.

Although the skarn pebbles and garnet found with scheelite in the gully have been transported from somewhere, there is no practical way of tracing the source.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Since no way exists of readily tracing the source of the glacially transported scheelite, no further work can be advised on the claims.

[Signature]

Union Carbide Canada Ltd
404 - 1112 W. Pender Street
Vancouver, B.C.
Note: Claim position has been deduced by plotting the No.1 post for Hawk 1&2 on aerial photographs and differs somewhat from that indicated on the claim map 105-H3.
HAWK CLAIMS: LOCATION OF GRID, CLAIMS & TRAVERSE

Grid lines are shown as solid lines; traverses are shown dotted.
Traced from a contact-print of photo A17109-28. Scale 1:54,000 approximate.

T. Liverton 18th June 1978
Figures shown alongside coordinates are grains of scheelite per panful of soil (approximately 1 Kg sample)